About
AL13 systems are distributed through an extensive North America Dealer network in order to provide the highest level of service.

AL13+ products are made of coated aluminum, providing an outstanding maintenance-free finish that endures the elements. Our products will resist sagging, peeling, corroding, tinting, warping, rotting or cracking, unlike traditional dodging and soffit applications.

AL13+ systems provide a significantly lower lifetime cost when factoring maintenance, repair, and replacement associated with many other building envelope alternatives.

AL13 System Compatibility
AL13+ systems work together using the same frame components, allowing for seamless transitions between Panel and Insink Systems without the need for flashing.

Your Project
Let us show you how AL13+ can benefit your project. Submit your drawings at www.AL13.com/estimates for a takeoff and material estimate.

Patented
The comprehensive approach we’ve taken to design and engineer each product specific for our AL13+ patented and proprietary systems means that we’re able to deliver an end user experience that is truly greater than the sum of its parts.

Contact
www.AL13.com
info@al13.com
+1 855 438 2613

Orders
Product orders submitted to: orders@al13.com

Ready?
Visit www.AL13.com/GO to view a short video, access links to our gallery for inspiration, watch installation training videos, and obtain contact information for your local distributor or territory manager.

Color Guide
Fire Safety
AL13 panels are available in standard polyethylene and fire resistant mineral filled thermoplastic cores.
ASTM E94 - Flame spread (S) - smoke development (20)
NFPA 285 - Combustion well assembly
CAN/ULC-S102 - Flame spread (S) - smoke development (10)
CAN/ULC-S104 - Combustion well assembly

Wind + Water
AL13 panels are cut to fit on-site and secured using rigorously tested compatible system frame components, allowing for on-the-fly changes and seamless transitions between both AL13 systems.
AL13 system clips and extrusions work together to create a secure system with built-in moisture management.
AAMA 606 - Pressure Equilibrated air/Water
ASTM E330 - Structural Wind Load

Finish
AL13 panels come in any color of the rainbow, with an industry-leading warranty.
AAMA 2603 - Coating Finish Standard

More Colors
View the complete line of AL13 metallic, solid color and woodgrain options at www.AL13.com/colours

Your Colors
Send us a physical sample or color code, and we can match it for no additional charge. Submit requests to samples@AL13.com